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Hello fellow Lionsonoz members
Another month has been and gone and it appears that we are just getting
on with life, catching up with some friends and family even though the
borders are still closed!
Our few days away at Windang was enjoyable with fellow lions, even
though the weather man threw a few cold wet windy days at us. Visited the local Bowling Club
where Covid-19 restrictions were tightly enforced.
You will find the answers to the LIGHTS, CAMERA, LOCKDOWN QUIZ from last month. How
did you go?
Another Quiz is included this month with answers next month.
A number of our members will be getting together at Yamba NSW from 17th – 20th November
2020 and we are all looking forward to this event.
October is BUDDY MONTH. You will find a report by Membership
Chair Lion Cheryl Buckley in this issue.

I have been doing a lot of sewing during lockdown, I make bags for the Samaritan’s Purse
Christmas Child program and have handed over another 50 bags.
WEBSITE https://lionsonoz.nsw.lions.org.au/
This Bulletin will be coming to you via PDF, so if you do not have Adobe Acrobat
Reader, please download the FREE Reader from www.adobe.com.
I hope you enjoy this edition of Your Bulletin. Articles and photos for the Bulletin
can be emailed to me at:
bulletin@skymesh.com.au
or marge@skymesh.com.au
Until next time, Regards

Lion Marge
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September 2020
I am pleased to report that many of you believe that our
Zoom meetings are getting much better as we become
more adapted to the new format. It is great to see this
happening and I believe these Zoom meetings are
enabling us to become much more familiar with our
fellow members. Those that are close to where we live and we see regularly we get to know,
but many of you live far and wide from where a member may live. To see a face, hear you
speak, and laugh brings our club alive and leads to a greater understanding of who we are. I
can tell you it is hard work running the meeting and watching everyone at the same time.
Fortunately, my job is made a little easier because Lion Tamer Peter who is sitting beside
me on his computer can tell me when someone wants to say something, and I haven’t seen
your raised hand. We are getting better and more accustomed to the format and no doubt
our meetings will improve out of sight. If you have a problem with Zoom, do not forget that
you can talk to Zoom Coordinator Steve who will be able to walk you through your problem.
We are probably one of the most fortunate of Lions Clubs because all our meetings are on
Zoom. Many Clubs have not had a face to face meeting because of number restrictions with
Covid-19. Many Clubs have suffered from very restricted fund raising activities, but because
of the nature of our Club, our many members have continued on doing what they would
normally to fund raise and help other Clubs.
Pete and I continue to collect bottles and cans and go for a nightly drive once a week to Lake
Cathie to put them through the machine and collect the voucher which we then cash at
Woolworths and then transfer the money to our Club bank account. I know several others
collect the bottles and cans and it is an easy way to make a little money for the Club and
keep a lot of glass out of the rubbish dumps.
Several of our members have been in hospital recently. Lion Bob has had several stays in
Port Macquarie but is now home and fighting fit. Lion Maureen, by the time you read this
should be out of hospital and well on the way to a recovery period in learning to walk again.
To all our members who are feeling a little off colour, have been ill we wish you a speedy
recovery and may you soon be up and about bouncing in the sunshine again.

Jeffrey P. Sproal
President
Australian Lionsonoz.
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TRYING TO STAY IN TOUCH
Late in June, the Lake Cathie Bonny Hills Lions
Club decided to try a meeting at the Lions shed so
we could be socially distant, but stay in touch.
Bob and I thoroughly enjoyed their company.

Lion Cheryl
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GRANDPARENTS DAY IN SCHOOLS 2020
Due to Covid, schools have had difficulty running some
of their normal programs. As visitors are not allowed
to go to schools at present I was asked by our local
Primary school to represent the grandparents and tell
the students a little about school in “the olden days”.
Given that I am still teaching on occasions, I was able to
give them a quick overview of school for me from 1956
to 2020.
They were fascinated by, the old furniture, uniforms,
lunchtime activities, writing equipment and styles and I
was lucky enough to be able to show them a number of
articles on loan from the residents where I live. A
globate school caser and a leather schoolbag were
highlights.
Some of the photos I used showing different sized
schools and uniforms.

Lion Cheryl
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BOB’S MUM TURNS 97
Recently the Buckley
siblings gathered to
celebrate the 97th birthday
of their Mum , Olive
Hannah Buckley . Whilst it
was tinged with a little
sadness because his
youngest sister and their
Father have passed away,
Bob is very proud of his
active and alert Mum.
She is a great testament to
the strength of the women
of the 1920s. Born is 1923,
Olive has been an
outstanding example to all.
Raising a family and
dealing with all life’s
challenges she is
Mother to 5, Grandmother
to 14 (+1)and great
grandmother to 50( +4)
She has embraced all
challenges with high spirits
and determination,
including Covid 19.
Pictured with their mum on
her 97th Birthday are
Stephen, Richard, Anne (
Maggs) and Robert
Buckley.
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Marge attending the Zoom August Meeting in Caravan from windy
WINDANG NSW

———————————————————————
ED: Look what I have found…John Muller hiding in a Leo’s group in
Queensland!!… (From 201Q2 District Governor’s Bulletin)
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MY PHOTO OF THE MONTH
(A Grandpa’s work is never done).

Yvie Kearns

Grandpa, Kel Kearns has been run oﬀ his feet during the
last few weeks looking after his two Grand children at
Mudgee,
Ashton, wearing Grandpa’s boots hopes to one day grow
into them and gain all his Pops knowledge.

From 201Q2 District Governor’s Bulletin
Just a few thoughts ...
• A cold seat in a public restroom is unpleasant. A warm seat in a public restroom is worse.
• Apparently RSVPing to a wedding invitation ‘maybe next time’ isn’t the correct response.
• Don’t irritate older people. The older we get, the less ‘life in prison’ is a deterrent.
• I miss the 90s when bread was still good for you and no one knew what the hell kale was.
• Do you ever get up in the morning, look in the mirror and think ‘that’s not right.’
• As I watch this new generation try to rewrite our history, one thing I’m sure of … it will be misspelled
and have no punctuation.
• I thought getting older would take longer.
• I told my wife I wanted to be cremated. She made me an appointment for Tuesday.
• I went line dancing last night … okay, it was a roadside sobriety test … same thing.
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BRAD WEEKES
Born and bred in Parkes central west NSW
Moved to Sydney for work in 1983
Met Debbie in 1984 and married in 1987
2 children Tim and Teagen
Moved to Kempsey in 1999
Few jobs in Kempsey and Port Macquarie before
starting with Australian Architectual Hardwoods in
2002 and still there.
Interests include watching most sports, nature,
motorcycles and target shooting
Lions career. Joined Crescent Head in 2001
and held all positions except treasurer.
Transferred to Australian Lionsonoz in 2018 and
still there, currently 2vp
201n1 Cabinet for a number of years with positions
of Zone Chair 4 times and Region Chair 3 times
and 2 terms as Cabinet Secretary
I am a Melvin Jones Fellow, have a James D
Richardson Award, numerous President and District
Governor awards and was a Sight First 2 Group
Coordinator in 2008
Have been Seargent at Arms for District n1
conventions on 5 ocassions
Photo of Brad at 2019 201n1 Convention

Reminders
The General Meeting of the Lions Club of Australian Lionsonoz will be held on
third Monday of the month, 6.00pm for 6.30pm start NSW Time. (No official
meeting in December)
Please review the agenda and participate in the meeting via email, Zoom. Your
participation is very important and will greatly assist the unique nature of our Club
to function and become a strong cohesive Club. If you are unable to participate in
the meeting or comment on the agenda items prior to the meeting via email,
SMS or phone could you please contact at
lionsonoz2009@gmail.com or 0438 422 173
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AUSTRALIAN LIONSONOZ
FROM
THE MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN
WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE? WE BUILD
ON WHAT WE HAVE.
If you were a member of a community Lions
Club and you attended a meeting where a
few Lions had transferred in from another
club, would you ignore them? I think most of us would probably make sure we approached those
people and offered to “show them around”. We would probably offer to link them to projects or
people and we would never let them “try to find a space at the table”.
We would be proactive.

Do we do that as members of Lionsonoz? No not really. Whilst organizing the current buddy
system, I have been surprised to hear Lions say “ I don’t know that person”. This Buddy system has
been used before to a certain extent, but this time I have matched many people who have not
necessarily been in touch, except to see a name on a piece of paper. Zoom has allowed us to see
what we look like, but some people are still very intimidated by conversations with people they
have not actually met. Some people do not know the history of this District and therefore don’t feel
a part of it.
Our communication has been further challenged by Covid, so, we need to reach out and extend the
links in our Lions Club. We are the ones who set the tone of our club. We are the ones who raise the
spirits. We are the ones responsible for making every member feel part of this club. It does not have
to be the same as it was in 2009. It has to be what we are now.
We have 2 opportunities
1. YOU HAVE A BUDDY……………Call/email/zoom/write to that buddy and say hello.
YOU ARE SOMEONE ELSE’S BUDDY………..receive that phone/call email/ zoom and build a
friendship.
If there is someone in the club that you “do not know” get in touch with them too and help
us all feel more comfortable at meetings.
2. We have the opportunity to meet face to face at Yamba. Try your hardest to get there and
make our club very unique indeed. One filled with spirit and camaraderie.
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Also From 201Q2 District Governor’s Bulletin
Regarding the year 2020 ...
¨ The dumbest thing I ‘ve ever purchased was a 2020 planner.
¨ If I’d known in March it would be my last time in a restaurant, I would have ordered dessert.
¨ I never thought the comment ‘I wouldn’t touch him/her with a 6-foot barge pole’ would become a
national policy, but here we are!
¨ The buttons on my jeans have started social distancing from each other.
¨ They said a mask and gloves were enough to go to the supermarket … they lied, everybody else had
clothes on.
¨ At the store there was a big X by the register for me to stand on. I’ve seen too many Road Runner
cartoons to fall for that one!
¨ Keep in mind that even during a pandemic, no matter how much chocolate you eat, your earrings will
still fit you.
¨ When does Season Two of 2020 start? I do not like Season One.
¨ I’m going to stay up on New Year’s Eve this year. Not to see the new year in, but to make sure this one
leaves!

Used Postage Stamps.
Ever wondered what happens to the used stamps that Lions collect and send off to places
unknown.
We all know that children with Cerebral Palsy benefit from the sales of the stamps, but what
about the full story.
To find out, please log onto
https://lionmagazine.org/articles/signed-sealed-delivered-and-resold/
If you let your acquaintances know you collect used stamps and why you do it, you might be
surprised just how many people will save them for you. I get heaps of them from members of
our Church Family and members of the Probus Club to which I belong.
Trim them up and give them to any Cabinet member and they will get to the right place.
Remember to claim service hours for this project.
Regards,

Lion Warren White
Ed: The article minus photos follows below…
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LION MAGAZINE ARTICLE — Signed, Sealed, Delivered, and (Re)sold
Stamps add up to big money, helping children with cerebral palsy to walk
by Joan Cary — September 10, 2020
Lion Ross Paine has 53,000 reasons why people should recycle stamps. The Australian
Chapter of the LCI Stamp Club has just completed a record 12 months in which they sold more
than 400 kilos (882 pounds) of stamps at auction, raising AUD$53,000 (US$38,333) to help
children with cerebral palsy walk.
Jaydyn, who has cerebral palsy, takes his first steps with the help of his brother and a new
walker, thanks to Lions stamp recycling project and the Australian Lions Children’s Mobility
Foundation.
Every stamp donated was sold, and every cent raised by Lions was given to the Australian
Lions Children’s Mobility Foundation (ALCMF) to purchase walkers for children with cerebral
palsy. Between July 2019 and July 2020, the foundation supplied 63 walkers, bikes, tricycles,
and quadricycles to people under the age of 18.
The stamps needn’t be collectible or in vintage condition to be worth money. Stamp collections
that are no longer wanted, postage stamps clipped from envelopes – this is what the Lions have
received and sold, and what they are looking for more of.
A Long History of Stamps
The Lions International Stamp Club (LISC) was formed in 1952 when collecting stamps was a
popular hobby with kids and adults alike, but the thought to recycle and sell the stamps as a
fundraiser didn’t come about until 1991 when Paine, of Queensland, and the late Lion Max
Laurie attended the LCI convention in Brisbane. Both were active members in the LCI Stamp
Club. Laurie was president. Paine had been in the hobby since childhood, collecting stamps
from Australia, Papua New Guinea, and Pacific Island countries.
Lions originally gave their stamp sales to a children’s school for the deaf and blind, but in 2006
switched to ALCMF where the motto is “Walk With Pride.”
Anne Sanders, a Tamworth Peel Valley Lion in Australia, helps by trimming and sorting stamps
at home.
That year the Lions made AUD$1,197 (US$866) with the project. By 2016 they had increased
sales to pull in AUD$13,500 (US$9,771). Then, in 2018 their sales jumped to AUD$25,500
(US$18,458). In 2019 they made AUD$48,000 (US$34,745) and by April 2020 their annual haul
was AUD$53,000 (US$38,333). In total, the Lions have raised more than AUD$200,000
(US$144,809) for ALCMF by recycling more than 4 tons of stamps.
Originally a Lions-only project, recent articles in Australian newspapers and trade journals have
drawn attention to the cause, and now stamps come from individuals all over Australia who
have no connection with Lions, says Paine.
The project grew so quickly that two years ago they had to appoint used stamp coordinators in
each Australian state just to receive, prepare, and sort the philatelic donations from their state.
Until then, Paine had been doing almost all of this labor-intensive work, clipping paper edges
from stamps, and sorting thousands of stamps with the help of a non-Lion neighbor.
Collecting, Sorting, Trimming
The stamp contributions are now collected by about half of the 1,200 Lions clubs in Australia,
including the Tamworth Peel Valley Lions in New South Wales where Anne Sanders, a Lion for
27 years, and a stamp enthusiast, is proud to be part of a good cause.
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Stamps by the bagful.
“I am just a conduit for these stamps, and we are just one of the many clubs all over Australia
who help in the stamp collecting,” says Sanders. “Trimming the stamps is very relaxing for the
small amounts that come to me. But the bulk are sent to Ted and Ross for tidying.” She refers
to Paine and Ted Henebery, immediate past president of the LISC.
Originally the bulk of the stamps were those clipped from incoming mail, but now the majority
come from collections people have inherited. The family doesn’t want to throw the collection out,
and the grandkids aren’t interested. They are too entrenched in their electronics, says Paine.
So, the stamps are given to LISC in Australia where they are sorted into saleable lots and sold
in bulk at an auction center in Sydney. Buyers come from all over Australia and Asia, where the
hobby and business of stamps as an investment is booming.
Paine personally stopped collecting around 2014 when the hobby was taking over his free time
and the the number of stamps being issued was increasing, along with the cost of keeping his
collection up to date, he says. Now, as a 79-year-old retiree, he can spend as much time on the
project as needed. That can mean 80 to 140 hours a month clipping and sorting the stamps for
sale while watching TV or chatting with his family.
“I find it very relaxing, and the fact that children are benefiting is a great source of satisfaction,”
he says.
At auction, the stamps are sold in bulk lots of 5 kilograms (11 pounds), which is about 5,000
stamps, or 10 kilograms (22 pounds), depending on if the stamps have or have not been
soaked off the paper envelope.
“On paper” stamps have to be scissor clipped to leave about 1/8-inch around the stamp
because the stamps are sold by weight, and the buyers do not want to buy stamps with too
much paper around them.
But among the many collections coming now are mint stamps – those originally purchased from
the post office exclusively for collections and never used. They can be sold at face value and be
used.
Combining a Hobby with Lions Service
Once the tedious tasks are completed, Henebery, in New South Wales, amalgamates them into
boxes and delivers them to the auction center. The money that comes back goes straight to
ALCMF.
The funding from the Lions stamp project takes away the pressure of having to ask clubs
individually for contributions, especially in these times of COVID-19, says Danny Richardson,
chairman of ALCMF.
But members also benefit, says Paine, as this project combines their hobby with an important
Lions’ service.
“I find it can be very relaxing just having the old brain ticking along in neutral and not involving
myself in anything physical,” he says. “We have several octogenarians assisting with the
clipping, and they are only too happy to be involved as it enables them to feel useful within
Lions as they are contributing to a project that does not require any great physical exertion.”
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https://www.peterboroughlions.org.uk/
This Lions Club have a great idea for fundraising…they create Quizzes for sale
to the public and members with prizes. Some are free and downloaded from
their website. I have attached one here for the amusement of our members.
This months Quiz – Lions Stay at Home Quiz – Answers next Bulletin/
Here are the answers to Lights, Camera, Lockdown!
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LIONS ‘STAY HOME’ QUIZ
Protect The NHS, Save Lives
(Compiler’s licence is applied to punctuation.)

ANSWERS

ANSWERS
26. A game for little eyes

1,3

2. There's 54, but two are 7,5
just joking around

27. Card game with two
spirits

3,5

3. Use a telescope, or
just your eyes

28. Keeping three balls in 5,2,6
the air is a good start

1. Build your family tree

9

4,6

4. Try your hand at being 5,1,5
an author

29. The game of quick
draw

10

5. Q47 for little'uns

30. Japanese singing?

7

6. Use 2p to try, convert if 4,5
you can

31. Eggs, flour, sugar,
butter, 180°C for 25 mins

4,1,4

7. Make your own ale

8

32. Match the spots, or
just watch them fall!

8

8. Japanese paperwork

7

33. Turn wool into a
jumper

4,1,7

9. Amazon's book
alternative

6

34. Who needs to go into 4,4,4
the office?

10. Hidden chocolate
after Good Friday

6,3,4

35. Wax drawing
implements

7

11. It's all over when the
king falls

5

36. Be fluent for your
next holiday

5,1,8

12. Today's the day for it

5,5,6

37. Make a duvet cover
from fabric squares

9,5

13. Miss Scarlet, in the
Study, with Lead Pipe

6

38. Can you beat
Picasso?

5,1,7

14. Home aeronautics
aren't grounded

5,6

39. Chopsticks on ivory

4,3,5

15. Wii driving game

5,4

40. New TV service, not
just for kids

6+

16. Insignificant chase,
cheese for good answer

7,7

41. Indoor garden - keep
'em watered!

11

17. For indoor cycling

8,4

42. Solo card game

8

18. Write a letter to your
friend

3,3

43. Hide things around
the house, make a map

8,4

19. Stay in a Whitehall
hotel for £750

8

44. A puzzle of nines

6

20. Teaching the kids a
thing or two

4,9

45. Broken pictures, can
you put them together?

6,7

21. Where "fun" scores 6 8

46. Left foot on red, right
hand on green?

7

22. Even if you can't drive 4,3,3
it, you can keep it clean

47. Everything is
awesome, the game

4

23. … and chill

7

48. Recording events for
posterity

7,1,5

24. It's the season for
housework

6,8

49. Take a break from
shaving

4,1,5

25. Chocolate coated
cereal recipe

4,7,5

50. …, 9, 10 Coming,
ready or not!

4,3,4

5
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